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AN EXPERIMENTAL METHOD OF PRESENTING THE

PRINCIPLES DETERMINING THE GENERAL

PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL GRATINGS.

By a. L. McAulay, B.Sc, B.A., Ph. D.

(Read 6th August, 1923.)

In a laboratoi'y which is not well equipped with modern

optical instruments, the actual appearance and meaning of

many of the phenomena whose theory is studied is not in the

least appreciated. This seems especially the case in con-

nection with the elements of the more advanced theory of

optical gratings, and with the theory of interference spectro-

scopes.

The following presentation is an attempt to provide a

set of experiments, made with fairly cheap and simple

apparatus, which shall illustrate the various effects that

produce the phenomena exhibited by an optical grating, and

includes such simple theoretical discussion as is necessary to

understand the experiments.

In the course of the experiments the effects that

determine such things as the resolving power of a grating,

the intensity of the spectrum of a given order, and so on, are

directly observed. At the end of the paper the results

b^jtained in the discussion are applied to the cases of the

ordinary plane grating and the Michleson Echelon.

SECTION 1. APPARATUS.

The arrangement of apparatus is shown diagrammatically

in Figure I. G is an ordinary metallic filament electric lamp

of about 60 candle power, enclosed in a box which is fairly

light tight; a kerosene tin lying on its side, with a black cloth

over one end, and a window cut in the other serves the pur-

pose very well. A is a vertical slit placed against the

window. It should have good straight jaws, and be ad-

justable. Considerable use may be made of this adjustment,

for some purposes it is convenient to have the slit very much

wider than for others. It is best to have a large diameter

short focus lens in the box to diffuse the light falling on the
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slit. B is a short focus k-ns. It nnist be well correctL'd for

chi-omatic aberration, as it must work with a fairly large

diaphrasini. A synuiietrical camera lens by Beck of about

2S cms. focal length, working at FH, proved very satisfactory.

n -— H-
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C is another vertical .slit. Its jaws must be good, and it

should be fitted with a micrometer adjustment enabling its

width to be measured. Otherwise, some such device as

closing it on a piece of metal foil whose thickness is after-

wards measured by a micrometer must be employed to de-

termine its width. D is a wire grid, made by soldering

togethei' a metal rectangle, two sides of which are screws of

tine pitch. Twenty-two gauge copper wire is wound round

the rectangle over the screws, thus foiniing a double grid of

the same pitch as the screws. The wire is next fa.stened to

the rectangle with sealing wax, and the strands on one side

cut away. In this way a grating of 22 lines, of pitch .7(5 mm.,

was nuifle. and ))r(>ved satisfactoiy. E is a telescope lens,

corrected foj- (hronjatic a'lerration. of about a nu'tre ftx-al

length. I' is a micrcmeter eyepiece in whose lield the

j)henoinena to be described are observed, and by means of

which distances on the (liffraction patterns are measured.

An ordinary eyej)icce and scale could probably be made to

serve.

.^KCTION 2. AD.irSTMFONT.

A is opened to about a third of a millimetie, and B ad-

justed to render light from A |)ar«'llel. (' and I) a<-c re-

moved, and F. and F so arranged that A is sharply focussed

along the vertical crosswire of F. I{, K. and F should be

sufficiently well corrected to give a brilliant image of A with-

out strikintc aberrations.
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SECTION 3. DIFFRACTION PATTERN DUE TO

SINGLE SLIT. VISIBILITY CURVE.

The slit C is first completely closed, and then siowly

opened. When its width is about .1 mm. tha field of the eye-

piece is seen to be slightly illuminated. On increasing its

width the illumination increases, and at a csrtain stago dark

vertical bands appear, one from' each side of the field, and

Tt^!±I£. H
move towards the centre. The slit is opened till it com-

pletely uncovers one aperture of the grid D, i.e., until its

width is about .4 mm. The appearance is now as indicated

in Fig. II., where abscissai represent distances from the cross-

wire of V, and ordinates the intensity of the light. This

curve in what follows will be referred to as the visibility

curve.

Measure the distance, f, from E to F, the width of the

slit, e, and with the micrometer eyepiece the corresponding

distance, 2d. between the first njinima on the visibility curve.

Repeat with* three diffex-ent slit widths, ending by op;.>ning

the slit till one whole aperture of the grid is exposed. Show
that in each case <i^^ f/e. "here /\ is the mean wave length

of the light used (about •' x 10-'>
(.,„!,.)
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SECTION 4. THEORY OF SECTION 3.

Figure III. shows diagramniatically the slit D and the

lens E. Light falls on D normally, and therefore leaves

every part of it in the same phase. Consider a beam leaving

the slit at an angle with the direction of the incident light.

The distui'bances over a plane such as q perpendicular to this

direction will be brought together by E at Q, the point at

which a wave front at q would be focussed. The disturbances

over q at any instant will, however, not be in exactly the same
phase, and it is the combined effect of a set of out of phase
waves that will produce the illumination at Q. Let p, P be

the wave front, and focus for & = o. It is obvious that

this is the position of the image of the slit, that is, it is on the

vertical crosswire as adjusted in section 3.

It is required to investigate the illumination at Q when
Q takes up different positions. For this purpose the slit

D will be thought of as made up of a large number of ele-

ments, and the combined effect of the wave trains from each

will be considered. The waves arriving at Q will be re-

presented as vectors in the usual way, and, as there are an
equal number of wave lengths between each element of q and

Q, a vector drawn for q will equally well stand for the effect

01* the same wave train at Q. a and b are two adjacent ele-

ments of the slit. Then obviously the path difference at q
of the light coming from a and b is .ib sin 0, and the phase

difference of the wave trains at q (or Q) is ab sin 6.

Now V(i = f sin = <\. Therefore, the phase difference be-

tween the wave trains is -

to the distance of Q from P.

tween the wave trains is —a'.—r^ i.e., it is proportional

Consider the vectors representing disturbances from suc-

cessive elements as short rods hinged to each other at the ends

(see Figure IV.). Then the line joining the ends of the

composite rod will be the vector representing the resultant

effect of all the elements. At P the waves are all in the samo
phase, the jointed rod or chain lies stretched out in a straight

line (Figure IV. 1), and the resultant is the arithmetic sum
of the components. At Q, from what has been said nbovo,

wave trains from adjacent elements will have a phase differ-

once of " ai.
.
^ ila say, i.e., each section of the chain will

A t

make an angle of ,]n with the one next to It. Obviously,
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if there are n elements, the angle between the end v.'ctors

will be '"'^"ai.' -ii.ia = a and as n ab=e— the width of
,\ f

the slit a= -"'' ''• Figure IV., 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, show the
.\ f

chain of vectors for a = o, n, 'iw. ^ir, itr. Remembering that

the resultant is the line joining the ends of the chain, it is

easy to see that the visibility curve must have the general

form found for it in section 3, Figure II. It must not be

forgotten that the intensity of the illumination is proportional

to the square of the amplitude of the wave, while the vector

represents the amplitude. It is evident from a consideration

of Figure IV. that the first minimum of the curve will occur

when a -In which gives as found experimentally d = or
e

•! fin ^ X. A more complete theory (see Schu.ster, Theory

of Optics, p. 99 et seq.) shows that the expression giving the

form of the visibility curve is I -:: '.. f*""' '^'f 1 where I

is the intensity, I . a constant and a "" '• Hin tK
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SECTION 5. THE TWO LINE GRATING. POSITION

OF SPECTRA FORMED BY A GRATING.

The slit C is widened till a second aperture of the

grid begins to be uncovered. When a very narrow strip is

uncovered the pattern of section 3 is still clearly seen in the

eyepiece F, but it is furrowed by dark lines. A typical curve

connecting illumination with distance from the crosswire is

shown in Figure V. 1. On further widening the slit till the

vv'hole of the second aperture is uncovered, the dark bands

deepen, and the pattern splits into bright strips, all but the

centre one being coloured at the edges. The colour ", are dis-

persed more the further the strips are from the crosswire.

These bright strips with coloured edges correspond to the

spectra formed by gratings, and are, in fact, the spectra

formed by a grating of two lines. Figure V. 2 shows the

way in which V. 1 would develop on widening the slit. As
will presently be shown, these spectra should be evenly

spaced. Measure the distances of their centres from the

centre of the central uncoloured sti-ip with the micrometer

eyepiece, and calculate the corresponding values of «iii o.

having the same meaning as in the last section. It will be

noticed that some gaps are double others, indicating that cer-

tain spectra are missing. This is due to the fact that they

should appear where there is a minimum of the visibility

curve, and where c:;nsequenlly there is no light available for

their production. c Figure V. 2 represents such a case.

Draw and dimension curves similar to Figures V. 1 and
V. 2 from your observations, and compare them with the

dimensioned visibility curve you obtained as in section 3.

Make a special note of any spectra that are missing. Com-
pare the values you obtain for sin for the centres of the

spectra with '" ' where 1 is the distance between two

successive apertures of the grid, m is an integer, and A is a

mean value for the wave length of white light, ray •' x 10—>

cms.

SECTION (5. THEORY OF SECTION 5.

The case taken for con.'-ideration is that observed when
the two apertures are equal in width, i.e., when two complete

apertures of the grid D are uncovered by the slit C. Con-
sider the illumination at a point on the field uf F correspond-

ing to an angle of diffraction o. Then from what has gone
before, the illumination due to each slit separately is that
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given by the ordinate of the visibility curve, -and these two

beams will combine to produce illumination on the field.

X>

Tt<}ii.Ye yl
If the distance between corresponding points of the two

apertures is I, the phase difference between the two beams

is evidently
-

'^ Uin 6 (see Figure VI.), Thus the two

beams will completely interfere when rJT
i ^ilI t) = tt '2 m-l)

where m is an integer, i.e., where -in -
' '" ~ • The

centres of the bright bands or spectra evidently come where

2 tt/X 1 ,siii<? -2 111 TT, i.e., where .-in 6> -l^-Jm — . The
1:: I i

spectra formed for m = l, 2, 3, etc., are cailed first, second,

third, etc., order spectra. If the value of sin = '-!!— is

such that it coincides with the value for a minimum of the

visibility curve, the spectrum will have zero intensity. Ob-

viously in general, the intensity of the spectra will depend

on the position they happen to occupy in the visibility curve,

and this depends on the ratio of the pitch of the grating, 1, to

the width of the aperture, e.

The abcve discussion has been concerned with aomo-

geneous light. In the case of white light, each colour forms

its spectra in a different place, determined by the value of

'\ ; hence the colour effects at the edges of the spectra.

SECTION 7. GRATING WITH MORE THAN TWO
LINES. SECONDARY MAXIMA, ETC.

Widen the slit C till three apertures of D are opened and

observe the appearance of the pattern in the field of F. Next
uncover four apertures, then five and six. Finally, remove
the slit C so that the whole of D is effective. D should con-
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sist of about twenty apertures. As more slits are uncovered,

it will be seen that the spectra, although their centres remain

unchanged in position, become narrower and sharper, and the

colours purer, and no longer confined to the elges. Also, in

the dark regions between the spectra, now wider than before,

secondary maxima appear. These are much narrower and

fainter than the spectra themselves. It will be found that

if N is the number of apertures exposed, the number of sec-

ondary maxima is N — 2. They can readily be counted, for

N = 3. 4 and 5, but after that, become rather too faint and

close together. On replacing the white light of the lamp by

a sodium flame, it will be seen that the spectra are now quite

narrow lines. This was, of course, indicated by the purity

of the colours in the white light specti'a.

Draw curves as in section 5, Figure V., and dimension

them tc show the positions of the centx-es of the spectra, the

width cf the dark bands separating them, and the positions

of the secondary maxima. Verify that the positions of the

spectra have not changed on increasing the number of

apertures.

SECTION 8. THEORY OF SECTION 7.

Fcr simplicity, the discussion will be confined in the

first instance to illumination by homogeneous light. As in

section 6, the visibility curves from the different apertures

are superimposed, and the illumination at any point is I'mited

by the ordinate of the visibility curve.

Consider first a grating with a large number, N, of lines.

Let E be the total width of the grating. It may be looked on

as an aperture of width E divided into N elements. Figure

III, of section 4, represents this case as well as the case of a

slit. The scale i?, however, different. The whole discission

of section 4 will also be seen to hold, but instead of there be-

ing an infinite n imber of elements supplying 'ight, there is

a large finite number. E is much larger than e, and there-

fore the distances from P of corresponding parts of the

diffraction patter.n are much smaller, and instead of a broad

central band, there will be a fairly narrow central line

flanked by secondary maxima, the whole phenomenon being

confined to a very narrow region near P. The Tirst minimum

occurs where •! f X /K or calling d f (the very small angle

which separates the maximum from the minimum) •l'' it dccurs

I'.
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The essential difference between the two cases lies in the

fact that en further increasine: '^ in the case of the j^rating,

a point is reacherl where the resultant disturbance from one

clement diflers frcaii that from the one next it by exactly one

wave length, i.e., the disturbances over q (Figure III.) are all

in phase again. This is evidently where 1 a'lu ^ \ (see

Figure VI., section 6), and results in the first order spectrum.

This can never occur for the slit, because the elements are in-

finitely close together, and 1 = 0,

Refer to Figure IV., section 4, and consider the illumina-

tion at a point Q, as represented by the distance between the

ends of the jointed rod or chain. As Q moves away from P,

the chain passes through the stages 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and then

continues ceiling up on itself, the successive maxima becom-

ing smaller and smaller. In the case of the grating, there

comes a point where one .section is turned back compl'^tely

ever the cne next it, and a further rotation of the sections

begins to uncoil the chain once more, the uncoiling continuing

till one section has turned through 360 degrees relatively to

the one next it, and the chain is again stretched straight out. It

is here that the first order spectrum is found. In the case of

the slit the sections being infinitesimal, the chain continues

to coil up for ever, degenerating to a point when Q reaches

infinity.

The above shows the reason for the existence of the

spectra and the secondary maxima near the central line,

but a little further consideration is needed to extend the dis-

cussion to the region in the neighbourhood of the spectra and

to find the position of the first minimum associated with a

rpectral line.

Referring to Figure VII., p is a wave front of the beam of

rays which goes to form the central maximum of a spectrum,

and q is the plane normal to the bundle which is united at the

first minimum flaniiing the spectral line. Then the dis-

turbances at C on both p and q are in the same phase, and the

disturbances at C and B are in the same phase. Therefore,

the phase difference between extreme rays of q is the same
as the phase difference between B and D which is evidently

"- [K sin (0 + <\ 0) - \: r-iu 0]. i\ is Very small. Identifying

C'PH >\0 witli 1 mikI (-ill <!/' wiili i\(), this expression becomes

^ ]•: CO.* e (1 0. F'rom section 4, Figure IV., the first mini-

mum occurs when the phase difference between extreme rays

of 11 i» 2 IT, i.e., \\\<''n ~^ Ei-'^s II d e-^-l IT or when A O = —
K co« tf.
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SECTION 9. COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS OF SECTION 7 WITH THOSE FOUND

THEORETICALLY IN SECTION 8.

Using methods similar to those of section 4, and dia-

grams of the nature of Figure IV., find the number of second-

ary maxima that should appear between spectra given by
gratings of 3, 4, and 5 lines. Roughly estimate their posi-

tions with respect to the specti-a, and compare your results

with those obtained experimentally in section 7.

SECTION 10. APPLICATION OF THE FOREGOING TO

THE CASE OF THE ORDINARY TRANSMISSION AND
REFLECTION GRATINGS.

The plane transmission grating consists of a transparent

surface closely ruled with lines; 15,000 lines to the inch is an

average spacing. In such a case, a transparent aperture will

have a width of roughly lO^-* cms. The light from these

apertures passes through a lens, and is focussed, all the in-

dividual visibility curves being superimposed. The angle

through which the central maximum of the visibility curve

extends on one side of the centre is given by sin e = ~- (see

sections 3 and 4). Here therefore hiH •; • lO-«)/(l x 10-<),

i.e., it extends over more than 30 degrees on either side of

the direction of the incident light. The form of the curve
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will not be exactly that deduced for smaller angles owing to

the influence of obliquity, but the error introduced will not

be large.

The spectra will appear at positions given by fin e
in \

(section 6), or if :^ is the number of lines per cm. sin 9~

and their intensities will be as the ordinates of the
10

visibility curve for corresponding values of 6.

The resolving power of a grating is defined as the re-

ciprocal of the fraction of a wave length that separates two

spectral lines which the grating can just exhibit as distinct,

that is, if the lines have wave lengths X hiuI ,\ -,- d A the re-

solving power is ^_- Experience indicates that if the maxi-

mum cf one line falls on the first minimum of a line adjacent

to it, the two lines can just be recognised as distinct This,

therefore, is taken as the criterion of resolution. Let two

lines that a grating just resolves have wave lengths \ "lul

X + (1X. Then as .sin 0= '"
^'

^ (section 6) c<,.s ^ d e
= '"

^' ''^

10

ainl (1 6, the angle by which they are separated is

ni N (1 X /lO cos 6. Now the angle between the maximum of

a line and its first minimum is (16= (section 8).
10 C...S

Then, as the two lines under consideration arc just resolved,

these two values of d fl must be equal, and ,
— -^

I', i-os o \'j ci)8 a

or - luN, i.e., the resolving power is the pi'oduct of the
il X

order of the spectrum, and the total number of lines in the

grating.

The foregoing discussion applies equally well to reflection

grating?, and with slight modifications to the case of obliqut

illumination.

References.
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Questions.

In a certain transmission grating the transparent spaces

are the same v/Jdth as the opaque spaces. Where on the

visibility curve do the second and third order spoctra lie?
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Why cannot a two line grating resolve two specti-al lines

for which is less than 6, although the expression ob-

tained above would give G as ths resolving power in its third

order spectrum?

SECTION 11. APPLICATION TO THE ECHELON.

In this instrument some twenty plates of optically plane

parallel slabs of glass, all accurately of the same thickness

(about 1 cm.), ai'e piled above one another, each one over-

lapping the one beneath it by about a millimetre. Light is

passed normally through the pile, emerging from the over-

lapping ledges, which behave as the clear spaces of a grating,

the beam coming from one ledge being retarded many
thousands cf wave lengths behind that from the ledge next

it, owing to its passage through a greater thickness of glass.

The spectra observed are thus of about the tsn thousandth

order.

The following brief discussion should be supplemented by
reading. Treatments will be found in Schuster, Theory of

Optics, p. IIG; Baly, Spectroscopy, p. 190; Wood, Physical

Optics, p. 274; and in other text books.

Figure VIII. shews two plates of an echelon. HL is a

wave front for wave length ^ in the m th order.

The Visibility Curve.—The width of the slil is about 1

mm. Thus (sections 3 and 4) the breadth of the central

maximum of the visibility curve is given by - wln-ic «iii ft

X/e <V'<JO~' Therefore -iff- about 4 minutes. Out-
'

1 .; 1".-'

side this narrow range the spectra have not v.ufficicnt inten-

sity to be observed, consequently the echelon is only useful for

examining the fine structure of a spectral line or determining

the separation of two lines very close together.

Separation of the Orders.—Let HK (Figure VIII.) be a

wave front for wave length \ m 'In- m + I th order, e is

about 1 mm. Therefore, •\ (> l.K/IIL \/e the angle

between the two orders, is about !_? ^-L. i.e., is half the
•1

breadth of the central maximum of the visibility curve. The
result is that there are in general two orders of every wave
length in view in the field, and that the different lines are

piled on one another in an inextricable jumble. It is, '.here-
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fore, necessary to use the echelon in conjunction wi .'i an
ordinary spectrometer or other device for selecting a narrow
range of wave length.

S

e

— m"

—

r
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K

rMt«i--»e inn.

Dispersion.—Let HK (Figure VIII.) be a wave front of

wave length \ + <i \ of the m th order. From general con-

siderations, it is obvious that the dispersion will be large, for

if the refractive index of glass were a constant, LK would

equal m ci ,\ [the ray BL would have an optical path m X

and the ray BK a path m i\ • <1 \) longer than the ray AH],
and thus with m lii;;cil^^ must be relatively large. Actually

the conditions are complicated by the fact that m is a func-

tion of \, fj- being the refractive index of glass. It can very

easily be shown, however (see references above), that the di.s-

persion .1 o\\ \ '"
'

'' >^''^ ^

Resolving Power.—Evidently to find th*^ angle, <1 '>.

between the maximum of a spectral line and its first mini-

mum, the discussion of section 8 holds without alteration, but

with the restriction that is always very small, and there-

fore that c(p« tf ', very nearly. Therefore, .1 (' ^
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This is also the angle between the maximum of the X

line and the maximum of one of wave length X + <1 X which

is just resolved from it (see section 10), and this is given

by the expression for the dispersion obtained in the last

paragraph. Equating these two values of d 0,
'" •^~*-'' ^

e

= _ and E = Ne where N is the number of apertures. There-
j-;

fore, _ N/in-— ':' tl Now t a n/d X is almost always
<i X \ d X •/

less than .1 of m. Thus the resolving power is given very

nearly by Nm, the same expression that holds for the ruled

grating.




